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Contractors vital part of
construction system: Wani
Excelsior Correspondent

Minister for Hajj, Peerzada Mohd Sayeed inaugurating guest house at Shahdra Sharief on
Monday.

Peerzada inaugurates guest
house at Shahdra Sharief
the foundation of kitchen-cumdining hall at the Ziarat Sharief.
Peerzada said the complex
would provide added facilities
to devotees during their stay at
the Ziarat. He also went round
the Ziarat premises and took
stock of pace of developmental
activities being carried out for
the development of the Ziarat.
He directed the Administrator
Shahdra Sharief for ensuring use
of standard edible items in the
langar of Ziarat, besides maintaining the hygienic environ in
and around the Ziarat Sharief.
The Minister directed the
management for making adequate arrangement for the devotees paying obeisance at the
shrine and their comfortable
stay, keeping in view the opening of Mughal Road and influx

of devotees to the revered
Ziarat.
RAJOURI, July 1: Minister
Meanwhile, a delegation of
for Hajj, Auqaf and Floriculture,
local Imams and Ulema led by
Peerzada Mohammad Sayeed
Imam u Khatib Jamia Masjid
inaugurated new guest house
Rajouri also called on the
building at Ziarat Shahdra
Minister.
The
delegation
Sharief here today.
demanded enhancement of their
The complex having 13
monthly honorarium, constiturooms equipped with all modern
tion of Madrassa Board and
facility for the guest has been
Advisory Committee for Ziarat
constructed by spending Rs 89
Shahdara Sharief.
lakh from the sources of the
Later, the Minister also
Ziarat.
chaired a meeting of officers of
Minister of State for Health,
District Administration and
Shabir Khan, who was accomdirected to provide uninterruptpanying Peerzada Sayeed
ed power and water supply to
announced opening of Out
the Ziarat. He also directed the
Patient Department (OPD) of
PWD for maintenance of roads
one doctor at the Ziarat.
leading to the revered Ziarat.
MLC, Jehangir Mir was also
It was decided in the meeting
present on the occasion.
that the maintenance of Ziarat
Later, the Minister also laid
Sharief Parks would be done by
the Floriculture Department.
The PDD would maintain and
look after the street lights from
Thanamandi to Ziarat Sharief
road, the meeting decided.
Peerzada also took stock of
the pace of construction work on
3-storeyed Bait-ul- Zaireen
coming up at an estimated cost
of Rs. 5 crore on which Rs. 2.65
crore have already been spent.
Taking serious note on slow
pace of construction on the projects, he directed the executing
agency for accelerating the pace
Dr. Nirmal Singh addressing rally at Bhalessa, Gandoh on of construction work ensuring
their early completion for the
Monday.
convenience of devotees.
Excelsior Correspondent

Nirmal lambastes Govt for
plight of earthquake hit people
Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, July 1: BJP National
Executive Member & former State
president Dr. Nirmal Singh, held
the Union and the State
Governments responsible for the
pathetic plight of the thousands of
people affected by the recent
earthquakes in Kishtwar and Doda
districts.
While addressing a public
gathering at Gandoh town of
Bhalessa
in
Bhaderwah
Constituency, the rally was organized by Doda district President
Dalip Singh Parihar and Gandoh
Mandal President Jaswant Singh.
Dr. Nirmal Singh said that
Bhalessa area has been badly hit
by the earthquakes resulting in loss
of precious lives and heavy damage to the dwelling houses, public
buildings, bridges etc. He said in
Bhalessa, which is the home town
of senior Congress leader & Union
Health Minister, Ghulam Nabi
Azad, the people are spending
sleepless nights under open skies
in absence of rehabilitation and

relief from the Government.
He said that the area was
already backward, under-developed, lacking road connectivity,
communications and other infrastructural facilities but the earthquake has played a havoc with the
poor people there.
Though the region having
always voted for Congress and
having produced first Chief
Minister of Jammu region, the
area sans development and lacks
facilities. What development and
welfare can be expected from a
leader whose own birth town is
undeveloped in all matters?.
District President Dalip Singh
Parihar drew the attention of the
public to the neglect and discrimination with the region which it has
been subjected to by the ruling
combine of the State.
Gian Chand Bhagat, Rashpal
Verma, Jaswant Singh, Sandoor
Lal, Javed Ahmed Zargar, Mohd.
Iqbal Bhat, Gajay Singh, Mela
Ram, Sanjay Kotwal, Capt.
Krishan Lal also addressed the
public rally.

Two killed, 26 injured in mishaps
Excelsior Correspondent
SRINAGAR, July 1: Two persons were killed and 26 others
injured in separate road accidents
across the Valley.
A police spokesperson said
that a Tata Sumo bearing registration number JK09 5925 fell into a
deep gorge near Danch, Tangdar,
resulting in on spot death of a passenger and injuries to nine others.
All the injured were shifted to Sub
District Hospital, Tangdar for
treatment. Tangdar Police have
registered a case in this regard.
Meanwhile, A mini bus bearing registration number JK01L
6276 on way form Srinagar to
Anantnag skidded off the road
near Humzapora, Bijbehara,
resulting in on spot death of Nisar
Ahmad Ganie son of Mohammad
Abdullah of Kanihama, Srinagar
and injuries to 12 others who were
traveling in the bus. All the injured
were shifted to Hospital for treatment. Bijbehara Police have registered a case in this regard.
A Tata Sumo bearing registration number JK03D 1073 hit a
motorcycle near Batangoo,
Anantnag, resulting in injuries to
motorcyclist Sameer Ahmad
Hajam son of Mohammad Saleem

of Natipora, Khanabal. The
injured was shifted to District hospital, Anantnag for treatment.
Anantnag Police have registered a
case in this regard.
In another accident, an Auto
load carrier hit and injured 12
years old Reyaz Ahmad Tantary
son of Abdul Jabbar Tantary of
Krunsan, Lalpora. The injured boy
was shifted to Sub District
Hospital, Sogam for treatment.
Kupwara Police have registered a
case in this regard.
In another accident, an LP
truck bearing registration number
Jk01 7155 on way from
Panthachowk to Batamaloo hit an
Alto car bearing registration number JK01S 6266 at Sanat Nagar
Chowk, Srinagar, resulting in
injuries to two persons who were
traveling in the Alto car. Both the
injured were shifted to Hospital for
treatment. Police have registered a
case in this regard.
In another accident, an
unknown vehicle hit and injured a
pedestrian 55 years Ghulam Nabi
Reshi son of Khazar Mohammad
of Khansahib, Budgam near
Bemina, Srinagar. The injured was
shifted to hospital for treatment.
Parimpora Police have registered a
case in this regard.

REQUISITION OF PROPOSAL FOR RUNNING A
RESTAURANT/EATERY/FOOD COURT /FAST-FOOD JOINT
Offers are invited from parties, specialized in Catering/Restaurant
business, to run a fully furnished 1000 Sq. Ft. mezzanine floor restaurant
at Block A1, North Block, Bahu Plaza Shopping Complex, Jammu. A
prime property; the premises has a high visibility, is situated in the hub of
finest retail centre & highend business arcade and is suitable for running
a restaurant, eatery, food court or a fast food joint with probability of very
high footfalls. It has a fully functional kitchen with modern cooking equipment, seating/dining capacity for 50 people and is centrally air-conditioned.
Parties with good track & financial record may speak to DEEPAK at
9697123969 or DHEERAJ at 9419198249 to discuss the proposal,
inspect the premises and to work out the modalities within 07 days of publication of this advertisement.

SAARC has failed to
move ahead: Prof
Chibber
Excelsior Correspondent
SRINAGAR, July 1: Prof
Bharti
Chibber
of
the
Department
of
Political
Science, University of Delhi
said that in the context of South
Asia, SAARC has not been able
to move ahead as it is lacking in
a perception of common enemy
that was the driving force in
Southeast Asia and Western
Europe.
While delivering her 7th
Madanjeet Singh Memorial lecture on Regions as zones of
Conflict and Cooperation with
special focus on South Asian
Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC) at the
UNESCO, Madanjeet Singh
Institute of Kashmir Studies
(UMIKS),
University
of
Kashmir. Prof Chibber is an
expert on the subject critically
examined the concept of region
and various theories of regional
integration as discussed in the
literature on international relations.
Prof Chibber further applied
regional integration ideas to
practical regional cooperation
efforts at international level and
argued that resolution of internal conflicts is essential for the
success of a regional cooperation effort.
Prof Gull Mohammad Wani,
Director of the Institute, emphasized upon the need of building
up a fraternity of South Asian
Scholars who can play a vital
role in building bridges of
understanding in the region.

Girl ends life
Excelsior Correspondent
SRINAGAR, July 1: A 16year-old girl committed suicide
in district Budgam today.
Police said that the girl committed suicide by consuming
some poisonous substance at
her home, village Check
Sursyar, Chadoora. The girl was
shifted to hospital where doctors declared her brought dead.
Chadoora Police have registered a case in this regard.

SRINAGAR,
July
1:
Minister for R&B Abdul Majid
Wani said that contractor class is
a part and parcel of construction
system and plays vital role in
constructing projects of public
importance in the country and
State.
The Minister was interacting
with a deputation of contractors
led by Ghulam Jeelani Purza.
The deputation apprised him
about the problems being faced
by them in their day to day business activities.
The Minister said that the
Government is aware about the
problems of the contractors'
community and is committed to
solve them on priority. He said
that efforts are afoot to find out
ways and means to solve the
burning issues of contractors.
He said preference would be
accorded to local contractors
while allotting work on mega
projects of the State.
The Minister said that funds
would be made available as soon

as received from the concerned
quarters. The funds under additionality would also be rationalized and released soon, he maintained.
Referring to Rs. 710 crore
announced by the Prime
Minister during his recent visit
of the State, the Minister said the
amount would help the State
Government for completing
road projects under PMGSY
which were pending for the want
of funds for land acquisition.
The deputation projected a
charter of demands which
include early release of payment
for the recently completed
works, filling Sales Tax returns,
saying that it should be submitted by the concerned DDOs
from department to department,
exemption of petty and D-Class
contractors from e-tendering,
exemption from double taxation,
implementation of works schedule 2012 and double sided
agreement.
Commissioner Secretary,
R&B Tanveer Jahan was also
present in the meeting.

ERA completes two drainage
projects in Srinagar
Excelsior Correspondent
SRINAGAR, July 1: Jammu
and
Kashmir
Economic
Reconstruction Agency (J&K
ERA) has completed work on
two mega storm water drainage
projects
along
National
Highway Bye-pass. The work on
the projects was taken up under
the urban component of
Multisector
Project
for
Infrastructure Rehabilitation
(MPIR) funded by Asian
Development Bank (ADB).
In a statement JKERA said
that the work on construction of
drainage network of Pohru
Chowk-Chanapora storm water
drainage project and Bemina
Chowk -Fruit mandi storm water
drainage project had already
been completed while as work
on construction of pump house
which includes providing and
installation of mechanical and
electrical equipment for pump
house near Chanapora bridge
having design discharge of 1.15
Cumecs and on another pump
house near Bemina Fruitmandi
is being given finishing touches.
This was stated to Saurabh
Bhagat, Chief Executive Officer,
J&K ERA during his site visit to
the projects."Naresh Langeh,
Director J&K ERA (Urban)
informed Bhagat that work on
both of these projects has been
completed and are ready for

commissioning," it said.
Langeh further said that
Pohru Chowk -Chanapora storm
water drainage project will benefit population of more than
10,000 people living in the
catchment area of the project
spread over 1.10 square kilometers which includes residential
areas like Alama Iqbal colony,
Bagh I Mehtab, Beigh Pora
Garden lane, Chanapora parts of
Murtaza
Colony,
Sheikh
Noorudin
Colony,
Umar
Colony; while as Bemina- Fruit
Mandi storm water drainage
project with catchment area of
2.97 sq.km will benefit population of about 19,600 people living in the colonies
like
Parimpora, Sir Syed Abad,
Police Colony, SDA Colony,
Shamsabad, Owais Colony,
Usmania Colony, Al-Hamza
Colony, Gulshan Abad and
Mansoor Colony.
Saurabh Bhagat, Chief
Executive Officer, J&K ERA
asked engineers to initiate formalities for earliest commissioning of both projects so that people living in the area are able to
benefit from the projects before
the onset of coming rainy season
and get relief from the frequent
flooding which people living in
these areas had to face during
torrential rains and winter season.

Ramzan reviews functioning
of CAPD, Transport Deptts
Excelsior Correspondent
JAMMU, July 1: Minister
for Transport, Consumer Affairs
and
Public
Distribution
(CAPD), Choudhary Mohammad Ramzan today convened a
joint meeting of CAPD and
Transport Departments to take
stock of availability of essential
commodities besides reviewing
functioning of the departments
in Jammu region.
Commissioner Secretary,
Transport, Sanjeev Verma,
Director CAPD, G. S. Chib,
Deputy Directors, Assistant
Directors, RTO Jammu Arvind
Kotwal, RTO Kathua Ajay
Sharma, Deputy Transport
Commissioner M. L. Raina,
ARTOs and other senior officers
of CAPD and Transport were
present in the meeting.
The Director CAPD apprised
the Minister of the status of
foodgrain supplies in various
parts of Jammu region saying
that sufficient stock is available
with the department. It was also
informed that 84917 Qtl of
wheat, 89896 Qtl Rice, 5606 Qtl

Atta and 3434 Qtl of sugar are
available with the department as
on today.
The Minister asked the
Director to effectively monitor
the public distribution mechanism in the districts especially
hilly areas and ensure that the
quota of ration reaches to the
people well in time. He also
directed to ensure display of
stock position, rate list and list
of BPL families in each ration
sale depot besides instructing
the officers to personally monitor the quality and quantity of
ration being supplied to the people.
He asked the officers to initiate stern action against the dealers who violate the prescribed
norms. He also reviewed the
stock position of essential commodities in quake affected districts of Doda, Kishtwar and
Ramban.
The Minister also reviewed
the preparation and distribution
of new ration cards among the
consumers and directed all the
officers to complete the task in
time. He also reviewed the

Group of students posing for photograph before leaving for tour at Jhallas on Monday.

Sadbhavana tour flagged off
Excelsior Correspondent
POONCH, July 1: In consonance with the 'Sadbhavana'
efforts a 'National Integration tour'
for students of village Jhallas, is
being organized to Aurangabad,
Nanded and Pune from July 1 to
10, 2013.
The tour is being conducted by
Nangi Tekri Battalion under the
aegis of Krishna Ghati Brigade
and Ace Spades Division. The
tour was flagged off by
Commander, Krishna Ghati
Brigade at Jhallas. A number of
civilian dignitaries and locals had
been cordially invited at the occasion. The Commander during an
interaction with the participants
asked them to spread the message
of peace and harmony to the

places they will visit. The people
expressed their gratitude to the
Army for giving an opportunity to
their children to see other parts of
the country which otherwise may
not have been possible for them.
The tour will provide these 23
children an exposure to the other
parts of our great country including educational prospects, economic prosperity, religious diversity and quality of life. The tour
will also instill a sense of awareness and national integration
amongst the children. The tour
will encompass visit to Ajanta &
Ellora Caves, Baba Sahib
Ambedkar University, Salim Ali
Lake & Bird Sanctuary, Bajaj
Auto Industries, Skoda Factory,
Bibi Ka Makbara and Kali Masjid
in Aurangabad.

NMC asks Govt to clear IFBI students of PGDBO
payments, bills in treasuries
placed in ICICI
Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, July 1: President of
the
National
Mazdoor
Conference (NMC) Subash
Shastri today impressed upon the
State Government to make early
arrangement for clearing the outstanding of employees, pensioners and other sections of the society pending in treasuries for
months together.
Addressing a well attended
meeting of NMC activists at
Gandhi Nagar, Shastri said that it
was surprising that payment of
the bills and others dues of the
employees, pensioners and others was not being made because

Doda ReTs frame
body
Excelsior Correspondent

DODA, July 1: A meeting of
ReTs of all clusters of Zone
Assar was held here today to
frame a fresh zonal body for
Zone Assar.
During the meeting, Naresh
Kumar was unanimously elected as zonal president, Mohd
Asheq Jaral as senior vice-president, Hayatullah Wani, vicepresident, Abdul Wahid as general secretary, Parshotam
Kumar and Ravi Dass as secretaries and Ghulam Rasool as
chief spokesperson.
Barkatullah Wani was nominated as chief organizer,
Jatinder Singh as chief coordinator, Himayatullah Wani as
chief advisor while Mudassir
Nazir and Shatiq Wani were
nominated as advisors.

of paucity of funds in the treasuries. He pointed out that even the
payment of bills of GP funds,
DA arrears are not been cleared
so far although this amount is
hard earned money of the
salaried class and pensioners.
This situation speaks volumes about the non-functioning
of the concerned department,
Shastri said and hoped that the
Chief Minister, Finance Minister
and Chief Secretary will realize
the difficulties of the salaried
class/pensioners and take necessary immediate steps to redress
the problem at the earliest.
Expressing his grave concern
over the continuance of pay
anomalies of clerical cadre of the
State Government, Shastri also
urged the Govt to immediately
address most genuine demand of
the affected employees.
Others who addressed the
meeting, included Rajan Babu
Khajuria, Sham Lal Sharma,
Anil Singh Slathia, Sunil
Kochhar,
Rakesh
Padha,
Surinder Kumar, Ram Lal, Ram
Pal Sharma, Barkat Ram,
Girdhari Lal Bhagat, Vijay
Kumar Bhagat, Jograj and
Sukhdev Singh.

progress made with regard to
scanning of D-Form end to end
of computerization of ration
cards and was informed that
about 66% progress has been
made in Jammu division in this
regard.
The Commissioner Secretary
Transport informed the Minister
about the status of progress in
respect of Registrations, Learner
Licenses, Driving Licenses,
Enforcement/Fine
Challan
(Penalty), permits, fitness, PSV
School
Bus,
Revenue
Realization, Awareness, Staff
Strength, etc.
The
Minister
asked
Transport functionaries to make
efforts to further streamline the
working of the department and
ensure hassle free public transport on every route in the city
and its peripheries. He called for
strict enforcement of Motor
Vehicle Act.
The Minister asked the officers to further intensify the campaign to create mass awareness
about road safety rules to bring
down the graph of accidents in
the State.

placed in ICICI Bank as trainee
for three months and then finally
JAMMU, July 1: The Institute shall be placed as Operation
for Finance, Banking and Officers with an annual package
Insurance (IFBI) today handed of Rs 2.4 lakh per annum. These
over appointment letters to all the students have been placed in various branches of ICICI Bank
located at Jammu, Ramban,
Nagrota,
Reasi,
Bari
Brahmana, R S Pura and
Srinagar. They will be joining from July 3 at their
respective locations.
Speaking on the occasion, IFBI Director also
advised the final year
Graduate students to take
Director IFBI Rahul Sharma maximum benefits of IFBI
handing over appointment letter to Programmes ranging from
PGDBO student on Monday.
two months to six months
duration and get placements
students of Post Graduate in ICICI Bank, Axis Bank, Kotak
Diploma in Banking Operation, Mahindra, Yes Bank, Citi Bank
who have placed in ICICI Bank. etc.
The appointment letters were
He informed that the IFBI is
handed over by Rahul Sharma, launching a new programme `Post
Director IFBI Jammu, who con- Graduate Diploma in Retail
gratulated the students for their Banking' in association with Axis
success in achieving the goal.
Bank. Students of this proPertinent to mention that IFBI gramme will get placed directly to
Jammu got placed all of its stu- AXIS Bank in officer grade and
dents who opted for a career in selection for this programme will
Banking industry by enrolling for be done on basis of admission test
PGDBO. These students were and interview.
Excelsior Correspondent

Condolence meetings
held in memory of
Uttarakhand victims
Excelsior Correspondent
JAMMU, July 1: A meeting of
Arya Pratinidhi Sabha was held at
Arya Samaj Dayanand Marg
under the presidentship of Bharat
Bhushan Arya. Great tributes
were paid to the thousands of people who died in the recent natural
calamity at Kedarnath, Badrinath
and surrounding areas. Tributes
were also paid to Army, police
and para military personnel who
have sacrificed their lives while
on duty in saving the precious
lives of hundred and thousands of
people who were trapped in heavy
floods at Kedarnath and
Badrinath area.
All the members present in the
meeting and representing all Arya
Samajs of the Jammu area also
prayed to the God to give peace to
the departed souls and courage to
the bereaved families to bear the
loss. Bharat Bhushan Arya also
informed the members that in the
morning pious Yagya was also
performed at Arya Samaj Trikuta
Nagar and Arya Samaj Dayanand
Marg for the peace of the departed souls.
It was also decided in the
meeting that all Arya Samaj will
jointly contribute to provide necessary financial help to Arya
Pratinidhi Sabha Uttarakhand
who is extending all types of help
to the affected people in
Kedarnath, Badrinath and surrounding areas.
Meanwhile, a condolence
meeting was held at Trikuta
Nagar here today to pay homage
to the people who lost their lives
in Uttarakhand cloudburst. The
meeting was organized by Aseem
Gupta BJP State secretary and
president Cultural Development
Forum. A two minutes silence
was observed in their memory
and meeting prayed for the eternal
peace of departed souls and
courage to bereaved to bear this
irreparable loss.
While paying homage to the
departed souls Aseem Gupta
made an appeal to people of
Trikuta Nagar to donate maximum in the relief fund in cash and

